
TD 412
Deposit Solution
Banknotes

BENEFITS

EFFICIENCY
Greater automation of administrative tasks and control 
translates into overall cost reduction.

FLEXIBILITY
A solution that fits the customer's needs and is easy to 
integrate in the company’s management system.

SECURITY
Based on latest technology, this solution 
allows the detection of suspicious banknotes and 
significantly reduces the risk of theft.

SPEED
600 banknotes per minute with a 
centralized management system.

For companies that value 

cash management and control 

in real time.

560mm

1200mm

TP412 is a high speed and large capacity cash deposit solution that allows businesses that handles large 
volumes of cash to deposit banknotes by bulk. It allows companies to manage their cash centrally, with 
notion of group. It allows a cash collection point to be concentrated several points of sale with 
di�erentiation of deposit account or not. This Solution was specially designed for large companies, such 
as large retail (e.g., Shopping Centers, Super and Hypermarkets); Airports, Train Stations; and any other 
business where the cashiers are autonomous and need to be accountable at the end of the day.

SOLUTION

600 Banknotes
per minute

Safe Capacity
35 000 banknotes

Escrow up to
400 banknotes

Integrated
with ZGS



TECHNICAL 
FEATURES

ADAPTABILITY

DIMENSIONS

Height

Width

Depth

47,24 in / 1.200 mm 

22,04 in / 560 mm

20,07 in / 510 mm

OPERATING SYSTEM

Linux

DISPLAY 

LCD 5” Touch 
LCD 12,1” Touch 

Standard 
Option 

Envelopes

DEPOSIT

Banknotes Bundle up to 400 
banknotes

Yes

Option Escrow up to 400 
banknotes

SAFES CAPACITY

Banknotes Up to 35.000

STORAGE TYPE
Banknotes Canvas bag

WEIGHT

1012 lb / 460 kg

EXTERNAL STRUCTURE

Standard

Option

CEN IV type 

UL Type

COMMUNICATIONS

Standard

Option

TCP / IP, Series

On Request

IDENTIFICATION

Standard RFID

Option User and PIN

PROCESSING SPEED

Banknotes 
(per minute) 600 Banknotes

LOCKING SYSTEM

Code and Key

PRINTER

Integrated

TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION 

Email / SMS 

Note: The equipment can be 
plumbed to the ground, may have 
vandal sensors and send alarms 
whenever there is an anomaly.
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Our deposit solution o�ers all stakeholders management 
information in real time guaranteeing process e�ciency and 
maximizing equipment profitability. From the cashier to the 
company management the information can be managed in 
real time according to the internal process. Decisions are 
based on management information.

Adapted to situations where there are several points of sale, 
with great mobility of human resources and several shifts, 
allowing a central consolidation of information with an 
integration in management ERP's.

GROUP CONCEPT
This solution allows information control and manage in a 
centralized and hierarchical way. If the company wants to 
have multiple points of collection, this solution not only 
allows employee mobility, but also ensures information 
control and centralization. On the other hand, if various 
companies want to share a collection point, they may do so 
in a secure manner; since the solution has the possibility to
classify and prioritize information to each one of the 
companies.

WEB PLATFORM FEATURES

Online information
> Deposited amount
> Received banknotes and coins denomination
> Management Information (period close)
> The supported network operating state
> Network Monitoring
> Reception and Event Review

Security
Total availability: 24x7
Warnings via Email/SMS
Route planning money collection
Maintenance

> Alerts
> Assistance requests
> Remote maintenance
> Service level agreements checking


